The approximate age of mouse pups can be determined by their physical attributes during the first two weeks of life. Examples of the developmental stages of albino, agouti, and black pups are shown.

**BALB/cj**
Stock #000651
Coat Color: albino

**C3H/HeJ**
Stock #000659
Coat Color: agouti

**C57BL/6J**
Stock #000664
Coat Color: black

The JAX Mice Pup Appearance by Age table shows the developmental stages of mouse pups of different coat colors over the first two weeks of life. The stages include:

- **Days of Age**
- **Stage Descriptions**

### BALB/cj
- Stock #000651
- Coat Color: albino

### C3H/HeJ
- Stock #000659
- Coat Color: agouti

### C57BL/6J
- Stock #000664
- Coat Color: black

The table is divided into columns representing days of age and rows showing the developmental stages. Each stage is described in detail, allowing for a clear understanding of the progression of mouse pups' physical attributes.